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Abstract
The spatial configuration of sports teams, such as soccer matches, indicates their tactic. The specification
of team tactics might be either offensive or defensive. We propose a method using Meta Interpretive
Learning (MIL) to generate rules that are learned from a video to explain the strategy of a football
game. We first track the players to estimate their position and estimate the team’s formation. For the
purpose of classifying players as defender, midfielder, or attacker, our method combines k-means and
OPTIC clustering. We measure the dynamic strategy within the time series by generating background
knowledge, then a new rule extracts to explain team strategy regarding the current state. Finally, in order
to determine the accuracy using MIL, our experiments compare our approach with a long term short
term memory (LSTM) model. In contrast, our research demonstrates the superiority of a MIL system
over a deep learning model with a small dataset.
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1. Introduction

Numerous professional sports clubs have recently embraced camera-based monitoring
technology that frequently records the whereabouts of both players and the ball. However, they
rarely use the crucial information that is concealed in these performance data while making
decisions.The computational methods required to fully analyse these data [1]. On the other
hand, using deep learning (DL) models to produce match prediction or tactic classification,
analysis has generally been done without reasoning and explanation due to DL’s characteristic.

Gameplay configuration over a given period is used to predict the match using time series
analysis [2]. Although the prediction is highly accurate and is based on the team’s past behavior,
the outcomes of time series analysis are similar to the pattern of the trained data. The visual
analysis [3, 4], which combines several methodologies, assesses the data through visualization
and conversation in order to overcome this issue. This type of technique’s drawback is that
analysis depends on human involvement.
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In this paper, we propose a method to automatically learn the rules from the spatial configu-
ration of players, extracted from a soccer video. We first employ a deep learning model to detect
players and statistical method to determine team formation from noisy data. Then we use meta
interpretive learning (MIL) techniques with Metagol as the rule learning engine. More precisely,
we are interested in identifying and analyzing team behavior that reveals the team’s tactics.
Our proposed method must take into account player distance and team formation. Additionally,
several players may be involved in a single action in team sports like football and basketball. We
need to analyze all players in order to correctly recognize the action[5]. To address this issue,
we employ ILP approaches that make use of Prolog programming, which can easily handle
relational data.

2. Related work

Although there hasn’t been much research on game analysis utilizing logic and ILP methods,
other techniques like deep learning and statistical methods produce respectable outcomes.

Logic and semantic methods: Vercruysse et al. [6]. proposed a qualitative spatial reasoning
approach by investigating the information between players and the dynamic of the game. Their
method is to predict if a player passes the ball to the front or to the other players. Automatically
discovering the soccer match data to recognize the pattern of offensive by Van Haaren and
others[1] using ILP, is another technique to provide the explainability of the data. Semantic
analysis on broadcast video[7] is one of the appropriate approaches to express the trajectory of
the match into the sort of sentences. However, since the algorithm’s foundation was not built on
logical expression(e.g. Predicates, Relations or Rules), this method only conveyed occurrences
as a form of description.

Statistical and deep learning methods: Most recent research using the LSTM model shows
the feasibility of prediction using deep learning. Sports match prediction model [8] proposed
a method to combine the LSTM model with the attention mechanism and put forward an
AS-LSTM model for predicting match results. [9] examined the playing tactic on goal scoring
with assessing opponent interaction. Their approach involved analysing opponent interactions
in Norwegian elite men’s soccer using a case-control design to analyse the effects of playing
strategies, counterattack versus extravagant assault, on the likelihood of goal scoring.
Other approaches with spatial analysis define how a team plays defensively or offensively. [10]
proposed a dynamic analysis of team strategy, their method classifies team formation and detects
major tactical changes during the course of a match. Their method relies on the spatial shape
of teams’ players. Collective movement analysis [11] examines the players’ motion patterns
and the underlying coordination among them, their method provides a comprehension of the
collective tactics that contribute to team effectiveness. [11] reviewed the influence of player
position to understand their tactical performance. They measured players’ distances during a
match by tracking their location and measuring the time players were closer than a threshold
distance. They also investigated the distance of players depending on their roles. K. Kim et al.



[12] provided a novel approach to predict play evolution by extracting the ground level sparse
movement of players. Their data utilize each time step and then generate a dense motion field.

3. Quantitative spacial representation

This section outlines our approach to player tracking as well as our methods for grouping
players and estimating their distances. We utilize this data as the raw data. Then we describe
the process by which we create relational data from raw data. From the video provided by
the [13], we first identify each player using pre-trained single shot detection (SSD) [14] model.
Then we fetch players position by the coordinate of bounding box and store them in a data file,
frame by frame. Each frame in the data file consist of players position and their team name (e.g

Figure 1: the 2D visualization of a single team(left) and the player detection from real match video(right).

teamA or teamB). By calculating the distance to each player, we keep track of the ball’s position
to determine which team is in possession. In section 6.1 we explain the usage of the dataset and
generating background knowledge.

4. Clustering with noisy data

There is no assurance that to accurately detect objects in videos. There are many factors that
can lead to the system misidentifying objects from frame to frame, including an improperly
trained convolutional neural network(CNN) model (i.e. A model with insufficient train size),
noisy frames, shadows, and brightness variations [15]. Consequently, it is difficult to locate
things accurately from videos. To address this issue, we take into account twenty frames of a
player’s position and utilize K-means to look at the centroid of all positions. As a result, the
valid positions of all players can be calculated on the field. This technique enables the system
to function without noise or missing data. In order to identify the centre of positions, we use
the k-means[16] algorithm described in equation 1 with one cluster for each participant.

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛Σ𝑘
𝑖=1Σ‖𝑥− 𝑢𝑖‖2 (1)

Where 𝑢 denotes the mean of a player’s positions collected from a set of 20 frames. As a result,
there are 10 positions on the pitch, excluding the goalkeeper, which are divided into three



groups: defenders, midfielders, and attackers. For this technique, we use the procedure below 2
to determine the clustering structure from ordering points(OPTICS)[17]:

core-dist𝜖,minPts(𝑝) =

{︃
undefined, if |𝑁𝜖(𝑝)| < minPts

minPts-th smallest distance in 𝑁𝜖(𝑝), otherwise
(2)

Where 𝜖 denotes the distance(radius) of 𝑁 neighbours with a minimum number of points to
form a cluster(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠). By linearly arranging the points, the method creates an improved
ordering of the data, making the physically closest points to one another neighbours. This
cluster-ordering comprises data that is comparable to the clusterings created using density-based
methods and covering a wide variety of parameter choices. Figure 2 demonstrates how the
noisy data is categorized into soccer roles. Every category counts as one of the set positions
in the formation, for example, 4 defenders, 3 midfielders and 3 attackers (4-3-3 formation),
which means isolating full-back and supporting attackers. The categorization of the data is
repeated over the course of the following 20 frames, allowing the system to recognise dynamic
formations during the match.

Figure 2: Clustering players’ role from the noisy data, the result illustrates 4-3-3 formation. Two players,
one in defence and one in midfield, are not apprehended, according to the plot on the left.

5. Long short-term memory (LSTM)

LSTM [18] models have emerged as a pivotal advancement in the field of deep learning and
sequential data analysis. LSTMs are characterized by their unique architecture, featuring a
network of interconnected memory cells that can store and update information over extended
sequences. Unlike conventional RNNs, LSTMs are equipped with gating mechanisms, including
input, output, and forget gates, which enable them to selectively retain or discard information



Table 1
The table gives an overview of the records structure and sample data. Each player assigns a number
using Joint probabilistic data association algorithm. Position X and Y generated from K-means centroid.
Each player is manually given their team name and the ball’s possession. The completed clustered data
is displayed in Figure 2 on the right side.

field Attribute Example
playerID Number 0− 9
positionX Normilized decimal number 0.5785550475120544
positionY Normilized decimal number 0.31300538778305054
teamName Atom teamA/teamB
ballPossession Boolean true/false
frame Number 0 ∼ 10000

at each time step. This gating mechanism enhances their capacity to maintain relevant context
and prevent the loss of crucial information, making them particularly well-suited for tasks
that involve capturing patterns and relationships over extended temporal horizons. In our
experiment, we incorporate LSTM as a point of comparison with our own method because this
model takes into consideration the temporal nature of time series data and serves as an effective
model for predicting match outcomes.

6. Meta interpretive learning (MIL)

MIL is a form of ILP [19, 20]. A set of examples 𝐸 and background knowledge 𝐵 made up of a set
of Prolog definitions 𝐵𝑝 and metarules 𝑀 such that 𝐵 = 𝐵𝑝∪𝑀 are provided to the learner. To
produce a hypothesis H such that 𝐵,𝐻 |= 𝐸 is the goal. The Prolog meta-interpreter has been
modified for the proof [21]. The ability to learn recursive algorithms and support for predicate
invention are two of MIL’s core characteristics. The former enable the program to break down
the repetition of predicates. The latter makes it possible to decrease the textual complexity of
generated rule. A MIL system called Metagol [22], can produce rules from examples, background
knowledge, and metarules.

6.1. Dataset and background knowledge

We prepare the initial background knowledge (BK) using Prolog and based on a relational
approach. Relational learning is a method of MIL which represents the relation between each
rule. For example, the rule

𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝐴,𝐵)← 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝐴,𝐶), 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝐴,𝐷).

denotes the tactic of team 𝐴 is 𝐵 if attackers of team 𝐴 are at the position 𝐶 and have possession
of the ball 𝐷. The BK includes a list of facts 𝑄(𝐴,𝐵) such as formation types, team’s opponent,
player roles type (i.e. constant, shrink, expand), ball possession and team position in the field.
Each predicate demonstrates fact name 𝑄, relational name 𝐴 and relational settings 𝐵. The
system updates BK for a new rule after the data regenerates, over a 20-frame sequence. The
names of the formations (e.g. 4-3-3 or 5-2-3), as well as the players’ distribution in relational



mode(i.e. expand, shrink and constant), can be retrieved from the clustered data. We first
calculate the variance percentage of each role within 200 frames using equation 3. Then a
Python code relatively generates predicates given from each percentage and it saves predicates
into a Prolog BK file. The learner in section 7 repeats learning from new BK and it generates
new rules for each sequence. The Table 2 shows how BK file updates with new data. The data
is sequentially increased by additional predicates like ball possession and team position, see
Section 6.2.

𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝜎2(𝑅𝑖)− 𝜎2(𝑅𝑖−1))/𝜎
2(𝑅𝑖) * 100 (3)

Where 𝑅 denotes player distance in each role from the frame 𝑖. Therefore, we compute changes
in player distance over a period of time. If a value is 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡, it signifies that the distance
between the players hasn’t altered significantly; otherwise, it would therefore be 𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘 or
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑑. The method is motivated from The influence of player position [23] and activity
analysis of football players[24]. The method is to take into account the separation between
each player in their own role.

Table 2
The initial BK from the first (left) and second(right) sequence.

sequence frame 0-19
oponent(teamA, teamB).
oponent(teamB, teamA).
formation(teamA,‘4-4-2’).
formation(teamB,‘4-3-3’).
midfielders(teamA, constant).
defenders(teamA, constant).
attackers(teamA, constant).
midfielders(teamB, constant).
defenders(teamB, constant).
attackers(teamB, constant).

sequence frame 20-39
oponent(teamA, teamB).
oponent(teamB, teamA).
formation(teamA,‘4-4-2’).
formation(teamB,‘4-3-3’).
midfielders(teamA, constant).
defenders(teamA, expand).
attackers(teamA, shrink).
midfielders(teamB, shrink).
defenders(teamB, shrink).
attackers(teamB, expand).

6.2. Possession and position

Success in soccer has been correlated with the capacity to maintain possession of the ball for
extended periods of time [25]. On the other hand, the centroid locations and surface areas of
two teams may be used to explain the coordinated flow of offence and defence at the team level
[26]. Thus, we take into account the possession of the ball and team positioning as two essential
factors for strategy analysis. To accomplish this, we estimate the distance between the ball and
each player, then we set the ball possession to the relevant team.

Listing 1: A Prolog Sample of defining ball possession

b a l l ( teamA , i n P o s s e s s i o n ) .
b a l l ( teamB , o u t O f P o s s e s s i o n ) .



Table 3
team position calculation

Term Condition
centre abs(PitchCentre - MassCentre) ≤ 10

onOpponentSide PitchCentre - MassCentre > 10
onOwnSide PitchCentre - MassCentre < -10

Another element that may have an impact on a tactic is the team’s position. This section is
motivated by Dynamic analysis of team strategy [10], which involves computing the convex
hull, determining the mass’s centre and its distance from the center of the field. The Table 3
shows the calculation for team position terms and the Figure 3 visualizes them.

Figure 3: One frame’s mass distance from pitch centre using convex hull.

We outline three hypothetical field segments that characterize team position. One of the
following predicates can be generated by the system in relation to the calculation in the Table 3:

Listing 2: Placing three sections on the field to define team positions.

t e a m P o s i t i o n ( teamA , onOpponentSide ) .
t e a m P o s i t i o n ( teamA , c e n t r e ) .
t e a m P o s i t i o n ( teamB , onOwnSide ) .

7. Rule learner using 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇

In this section, we explain how our method learns rules from generated BK. We first discuss the
current strategy in each instant of time in section 7.1 and then we propose the prediction rules
in section 7.2. We employ 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇 by [27] which is the noise-tolerant version of standard
Metagol. 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇 looks for hypotheses that are consistent with randomly chosen sections
of the training instances, then rates each one on the remaining training set to determine which
hypothesis received the greatest score.



7.1. Current strategy state

The BK updates every 200 frames, equivalent to 10 seconds of the video. Thus, the system
generates new rules related to the current state. The following rules show an example of one
state:

Listing 3: The final rule sample of a 10 second of the game.

t a c t i c (A , o f f e n s i v e ) : − d e f e n d e r s (A , c o n s t a n t ) , a t t a c k e r s (A , expand ) .
t a c t i c (A , d i f e n s i v e ) : − d e f e n d e r s (A , expand ) , t a c t i c _ 1 (A , c o n s t a n t ) .
t a c t i c _ 1 (A , c o n s t a n t ) : − a t t a c k e r s (A , c o n s t a n t ) , b a l l (A ,

o u t O f P o s s e s s i o n ) .

The variable 𝐴 denotes the team’s name. The predicate tactic_1 is a predicate invention,
generated by Metagol. By creating more predicates, the Metagol algorithm invents more simple
rules than a complex one. The hypothesis defensive or offensive may be accepted for teamA
depending on the situation. Our implementation is shown in Algorithm 1. Data from the frames
𝐹 and initial BK are fed into the 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇 alongside the parameters 𝑣 and 𝑛.

Algorithm 1 StrategyRuleLearning(F,iB,E,v,n)
Input : Video frames 𝐹 ; Initial background knowledge 𝑖𝐵; Set of examples 𝐸; Noise level

𝑣 and number of iteration 𝑛.
Output : Hypothesis 𝐻 .

𝐵𝑓 ← 𝜑
while

𝐹 ← 𝑉 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 do
𝑃 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑃 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐹 )
𝐷,𝑃𝑜← 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃 )
𝐵 ← 𝑎𝑏𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝐷,𝑃𝑜)
𝐵𝑓 ← 𝑖𝐵 ∪𝐵
𝐻 ←𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇 (𝐵𝑓 , 𝐸, 𝑣, 𝑛)

end while

7.2. Strategy prediction

In contrast to the current situation, the prediction calls for prior knowledge. As a result, we
continue to process the entire set of data sequentially. To determine the most often used strategy,
we divide the number of calculated tactics, such as offensive and defensive by the total number
of frames. The outcome and the final state of ball possession are favorable to the BK.

Listing 4: The rule to explain next sequence tactic.

p r e d i c t (A , o f f e n s i v e ) : − t a c t i c (A , o f f e n s i v e ) , b a l l (A , i n P o s s e s s i o n ) .
p r e d i c t (A , o f f e n s i v e ) : − t a c t i c (A , d i f e n s i v e ) , b a l l (A , i n P o s s e s s i o n ) .
p r e d i c t (A , d i f e n s i v e ) : − t a c t i c (A , d i f e n s i v e ) , b a l l (A ,

o u t O f P o s s e s s i o n ) .



p r e d i c t (A , d i f e n s i v e ) : − t a c t i c (A , o f f e n s i v e ) , b a l l (A ,
o u t O f P o s s e s s i o n ) .

We evaluate the prediction in the experiment section. The variable A indicates the name of the
team, the body predicate 𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐 given from whole prior frames and ball possession on the most
recent frame.

8. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our methodology utilising the MIL technique (Metagol). For com-
parison with the LSTM model, the evaluation assessed the following hypotheses to determine
accuracy:

Null Hypothesis 1: MIL cannot outperform LSTM for prediction soccer match from small
train dataset.

Null Hypothesis 2: MIL cannot learn human comprehensible rules of application in Null
Hypothesis 1.

Null Hypothesis 3: There is no deference between MIL and ILP in terms of accuracy. We
examine an LSTM model in the experiments that have three nodes in the output layer that
predict values for defenders, midfielders, and attackers. With a batch size of 64, the mean
squared error is employed as the loss function. We divide our dataset’s 22961 records into 80%
(18300 records) to account for train size.
The train set for Metagol contains 8 examples. The target rule is 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡/2 with body predicates
of 𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐/2 and 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙/2.
Results in Table 5 compare the predictive accuracy of deep learning model and MIL approach.
The test is fairly selected from 18 samples(9 offensive and 9 defensive), hence the accuracy is
set to 50% by default.

Table 4
The Accuracy comparison of MIL and LSTM

Technique Train type Train size Accuracy
LSTM Array list 18300 62%

𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇
Pos/Neg
Examples

8
4 Positive,4 Negative

73%

8.1. Supplemental materials

The Prolog and Python code and the sample dataset can be found in the following Github
repository: https://github.com/danielcyrus/Explanable-Game-Strategy-Rule-Learning-from-
Video.git

https://github.com/danielcyrus/Explanable-Game-Strategy-Rule-Learning-from-Video.git
https://github.com/danielcyrus/Explanable-Game-Strategy-Rule-Learning-from-Video.git


Table 5
The table compares predictions with actual data. Defensive and offensive are fairly selected from two
minutes of the game in the test dataset.

Index Time of the match LSTM 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑇 Ground Truth
1 18:16:27 offensive offensive offensive
2 18:16:37 offensive offensive offensive
3 18:16:47 offensive offensive offensive
4 18:16:57 offensive defensive offensive
5 18:17:06 offensive defensive offensive
6 18:17:16 offensive offensive offensive
7 18:17:55 offensive offensive defensive
8 18:18:05 offensive offensive defensive
9 18:18:16 offensive offensive defensive
10 18:18:26 offensive offensive offensive
11 18:18:36 offensive offensive offensive
12 18:18:57 defensive defensive defensive
13 18:19:07 offensive defensive defensive
14 18:19:17 offensive offensive defensive
15 18:19:27 offensive defensive offensive
16 18:19:37 offensive defensive defensive
17 18:19:47 offensive defensive defensive
18 18:19:57 defensive defensive defensive

9. Conclusion and future work

This paper studies the learning system using the relational learning and explainability paradigms.
We can make use of prior knowledge and visual concept learning tasks by utilising the ILP
techniques, including MIL framework.Moreover, Our research demonstrates that MIL method-
ologies can learn from small sample sizes and outperforms LSTM. Our experiments indicate
that our learning system can generate relational rules from background knowledge given from
video. This research focuses on tactic analysis in the category of defensive and offensive of a
soccer match. However, a limited number of features can be extracted from a single video (i.e.
missing tiny objects while detecting players, captured from a single view and using a distorted
video), We produce absolute and precise rules by extending and growing additional dataset [5].
We intend to investigate more intricate predicates and predictions in the future to improve
accuracy and to examine more relational and semantic data.
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